
Comment that goes with the pictures taken for the last session of the second day. 
 
First activity: meeting each other 
 

- In a circle, around a table, on the floor in a circle (people should have good eye contact 
with every other person and not only with the educator) 

- My name is … (educators AND visitors): it is important that all people participate, visitors 
AND educators 

- What do you like to do? (educators AND visitors) 
- What do you not like? 

- Shaking hands  after a while (first some contact from a distance and then get closer) 
- Presence of the mentor or tutor of the PWID is important, he/she knows the persons 

individually and can interfere spontaneously if felt necessary 

- Normal mediation of group dynamic is important: if one person speaks all the time, 
mediator should take initiative to stimulate others to talk without forcing them 

 
Second activity: showing around in the museum (rooms, toilets, shop, don’t touch, can touch, 
quiet, loud is possible,…) 
 

In this case the visiting PWID knew the museum  they showed the educators around 
 

- The responsibility that they got was a real success, they took up the assignment very 
seriously 

 
Third activity: exploring the exhibition 

group 1 (first floor) 

- playing together on the screen: the educator encourages and everybody says waw and claps hands if 

correct, motivation is very important + doing it together (again ) 

- possibility to dye the materials: educator does it together with the visitor, demonstrates and visitor 

watches and imitates 

 group 2 (second floor) 

- assignment for visitors AND educators (in groups of two: a visitor and an educator): look for anything 

that makes a sound, come back in the circle, do the sound with mouth and body, the others guess what 

sound it is, clapping hands if correct  VERY enjoyable activity to explore the museum in a different way 

- the PWID have to think for themselves, they have to think what makes a sound, they have a choice, 

there is not one answer that can be right or wrong 

group 3 (outside) 



- at first not real contact, there is a strong leader among the educators, it is like one educator versus the 

visitors and versus the other educators 

- as an educator you should not try to control everything, be flexible, leave the chance to spontaneity 

- being flexible the following happened: assignment that says that there is a contest and they have to 

vote, everybody has to explore in order to vote, everyone has a choice, they are all doing the same thing 

together, there suddenly rises a group atmosphere 

Fourth activity 

- search for materials that go with the exploration of the exhibition: sculptures  clay, colors and 

threads  threads, paint, pencils,… (best is that the people itself have a choice with what materials they 

will work) 

- again educators and visitors together 

- limited groups 

- around the same table 

- possibility to help each other, to show, to motivate,… 

- some people have real artistic talents 

- they integrate their experiences in the exhibition in their artwork, so you can see what moved them, 

what interested them  you as an educator receive insight in their mind and heart 

 

 

 


